Sam Bush is a world-renowned multi-instrumentalist whose earliest influence was the mandolin playing of Bill Monroe. He first came to prominence with his innovative band New Grass Revival, and he has since graced countless albums and concert stages with his powerful instrumental technique. An engaging and energetic teacher, Sam brings his years of playing experience to the task of communicating musical ideas to the learning mandolinist. As a long-time Homespun instructor, his DVD, video and CD mandolin lessons have been among our most popular products.
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THE MANDOLIN OF
BILL MONROE

DVD TWO

A DETAILED ANALYSIS taught by SAM BUSH

90 minutes

Music and tab enclosed

This companion lesson to "The Mandolin of Bill Monroe: One-On-One with the Master" is a hands-on teaching tool produced especially for the developing mandolin player who wants to learn the intricacies of Bill Monroe's powerful style and technique. Veteran mandolinist Sam Bush dissects eighteen of the pieces as played on Bill's groundbreaking lesson, taking them apart in note-for-note detail. Split-screens and close-ups, as well as replays of Monroe's demonstrations, aid the teaching process and make this the method for learning Monroe-style bluegrass mandolin.

You'll get detailed instruction for all-time favorite Bill Monroe songs and instrumentals, including:

- Sweet Blue-Eyed Darlin'
- Frog On A Lily Pad
- Dusty Miller
- Sally Goodin
- Katy Hill
- Blue Grass Stomp
- Get Up John
- Blue Grass Breakdown
- Memories of Mother and Dad
- Rawhide
- Tennessee Blues
- Back to the Old Home
- Last Days on Earth

Visit our website or call for a free catalog listing hundreds of lessons on DVD, VHS and CD:
Homespun Tapes, Box 340, Woodstock, NY 12498
845-246-2550 or 1-800-33-TAPES

www.homespuntapes.com
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